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In the experiments described in the following we observed a low-speed vortex
ring flow in water. Glass spheres with a diameter of 10 µm were mixed with the
water in a Plexiglas tank. The vortex rings were generated by a 30 mm piston
that pushes water out of a sharp-edged cylindrical nozzle into the surrounding
fluid. The piston was driven by a linear traversing mechanism and a computer
controlled stepper motor.
The flow generated by this setup is well suited for three-dimensional measurements since its properties have been documented and tested during various
previous experiments [304]. As already mentioned in the previous section a
vortex ring experiment oﬀers a good challenge for three-component measurement techniques, since the flow field is suﬃciently complex and reproduces
reasonably.
9.5.1 Imaging Configuration and Hardware
Figure 9.24 shows the main components of the setup except the light sheet
shaping optics and the electronic equipment. The arrangement of the optical and the electro-mechanical components are shown in figure 9.25 and are
described below.
An argon-ion laser produced a continuous beam of about 6 W output
power. An electro-mechanical shutter controlled by a timer box generated
light pulses with a pulse length of te = 5 ms and a pulse separation time of
∆t = 33 ms. The shutter was phase locked with the video camera which had
a frame-transfer time of tf = 2 ms. The aperture of the shutter was of a size
that cuts oﬀ the outer area of the laser beam of lower intensity. A computer
controlled micro stepper motor with a mirror mounted to one end of the shaft
was used as a scanner, which, together with the cylindrical scanner lens (see
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Fig. 9.24. Sketch of the main components of the setup.

figure 9.25), generated a parallel displacement of the light sheet. An additional
cylindrical lens in front of the scanner mirror focused the light on to the mirror. Thus one compensates for the scanner lens’ focusing eﬀect, which would
result in a variation of the light sheet thickness. The light sheet shaping lens
had a focal length small enough to generate a light sheet height that was twice
as large as the height of the observation field. This minimized the variation
in light intensity with respect to the observed field.
The scanner was phased locked to the video signal of the recording camera
and alternated the light sheet location after each second capture of a complete
video frame (see figure 9.26). Synchronized with the motion of the piston three
subsequent video frames were captured. Two frames contain images of tracer
particles within the same light sheet oriented perpendicular to the vortex ring
axis (intensity fields I and I ′ captured at t = t0 and t′ = t0 +∆t, respectively).
The third frame contains images of tracer particles within a light sheet parallel
to the first one (I ′′ captured at t = t0 + 2∆t). The shift of the light sheet was
(Z ′′ − Z ′ ) = 2.5 mm resulting in an overlap of OZ = 17% of the light sheet
thickness (∆Z0 = 3 mm).
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Fig. 9.25. Sketch of the optical components.
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Fig. 9.26. Timing diagram of image capture
and light sheet position.

9.5.2 Experimental Results
In order to obtain more information about the flow field generated by the
setup described above, we first acquired PIV data along the centerline of the
vortex ring (see figure 9.27).
The axial components of the velocity vectors along the indicated line give
information on the out-of-plane velocity component we had to expect when
observing the flow field in a plane perpendicular to the vortex ring axis.
The magnitude of this velocity component parallel to the axis is plotted in
figure 9.28.
Following the described method, we then captured images of particles
within two parallel light sheets on to three diﬀerent frames. Both light
sheetplanes were orientated perpendicular to the vortex ring axis as shown

Fig. 9.27. Flow field in an intersection on the vortex ring axis.
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Fig. 9.28. Velocity
component parallel to
the vortex ring axis
along the line shown in
figure 9.27.

in figure 9.24. The frames were evaluated by correlating interrogation windows I with I ′ and I ′ with I ′′ , detecting the location of the stronger peak,
and storing the normalized intensities of both correlation planes at location d
for each interrogation area. The size of the interrogation windows was 32 × 32
pixels and the interrogation step-width in both the x and y directions was 16
pixels. The results of the evaluation of the interrogation windows I and I ′ containing images of particles within the same light sheet show outliers in a ring
close to the center of the flow field (see figure 9.29). This area of low detection
probability is caused by the decreased seeding density near the center of the
vortex ring and by the strong out-of-plane motion in the center of the observed
field.
The normalized heights of the tallest peaks in the cross-correlation planes
RII’ are shown in figure 9.30. They clearly show the influence of the out-ofplane velocity component (i.e. low correlation peak heights in the center of
the vortex ring).
The results of the evaluation of the interrogation areas I ′′ and I ′ show
outliers in a ring further outward (see figure 9.31 ). The normalized heights of
the correlation planes RI′ I′′ are shown in figure 9.32. In this case, out-of-plane
velocity components increase the correlation peak heights.
The following evaluation procedure was used to take advantage of the images captured in diﬀerent planes. The correlations RII′ between the interrogation windows I and I ′ and the correlations RI′ I′′ between the interrogation
windows I ′ and I ′′ were computed and normalized in order to obtain cII′ and
cI′ I′′ . The distribution containing the highest peak of the interrogated cell was
then used to determine the particle image displacement.
This procedure reduces the number of outliers (see figure 9.33) and
therefore shows that compared to conventional PIV a larger out-of-plane
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Fig. 9.29. Velocity vector map obtained by images of particles illuminated by the
same light sheet.

component can be tolerated for identical ∆t. The peak positions found by
this procedure were used to find the correct and identical locations in both
cross-correlation planes for intensity analysis. Figure 9.34 shows the plot of
the out-of-plane velocity distribution computed from the intensities found in

Fig. 9.30. Cross-correlation coeﬃcients cII′ for images of particles illuminated by
the same light sheet (smoothed by a spatial averaging (3 × 3 kernel) for this representation).
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Fig. 9.31. Velocity vector map obtained by images of particles illuminated by the
two parallel light sheets.

the procedure described in section 7.2 and according to equation (7.30). In
contrast to the results obtained by evaluating only two frames (see figure 9.30
and figure 9.32) the expected structures of the flow can now clearly be seen
in figure 9.34.

Fig. 9.32. Cross-correlation coeﬃcients cI′ I′′ for images of particles illuminated by
the two parallel light sheets (smoothed by a spatial averaging (3 × 3 kernel) for this
representation).
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Fig. 9.33. In-plane velocity vector map obtained by considering the strongest peak
of both correlations.

The maximum value of the out-of-plane velocity obtained by the dualplane correlation technique, of 2.9 mm/33 ms = 8.79 cm/s is in good correspondence with the maximum shown in figure 9.28. Minimum values of the
measured velocity distribution are approximately zero in both cases. The final
result is shown in figure 9.35 in a three-dimensional representation.

Fig. 9.34. Out-ofplane velocity distribution obtained by
analyzing the results of
the correlation coeﬃcients cII′ and cI′ I′′ for
each interrogation cell
(smoothed by a spatial
averaging (3 × 3 kernel)
for this representation).
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Fig. 9.35. Threedimensional representation of the velocity
vectors of the observed
plane (raw data without any smoothing,
data validation or interpolation).

